Purpose

Technique FFG sets whether the Flash Flood Guidance (FFG) Operation [Hyperlink] is to be run.

When this Technique is turned off all Operations except the FFG Operations in the Segment will be executed.

When this Technique is turned on for only Flash Flood Guidance only the FFG Operations will be executed. All other Operations in the Segment will not be executed. Carryover will be used but cannot be saved.

When this Technique is turned on for both Flash Flood Guidance and regular forecast run all Operations including the FFG Operations defined in the Segment will be executed. Carryover may be saved based on the forecast run.

Valid values are NO (0) and YES (1) or (2).

The Global default value is NO.

This Technique is Universal.

Form of Input

FFG(integer)

where integer is 0, 1 or 2 specifying whether or not to compute Flash Flood Guidance information:

0 = do not run FFG Operations
1 = run only FFG Operations
2 = run all Operations

Example

FFG(1)

Only the FFG Operations will be run. No forecast information will be generated.

FFG(2)

All Operations will be run.